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'CONTRACT LEARNING

"How can the learning process be structured to address,

effectively the educational needs of individual studlts?"

This question represents one of the; major areasof didcussion

in modern highereducation. It appears that at least one pos-

sible answer lies in the utilization of learning contracts be-..

tween students andfculty members.

A-number of colleges in the United States todays-are utiliz-

-ng learning contracts as part of their program .

1 The term

"learning contract," however,; has been applied to the documen-
.

tation of several quite different kinds Of educational processeS.

For example:

(a) At New College (Alabama) and Ottowa University (Kansas),

a learning contract is,used to specify the overall

graduation requirpments for an individual. When the

"terms" of the contract are fulfilled, a degree is ,

awarded.

(b) Some individual faculty (e.g., Ireferences 2 and 3)

have.used learning contracts in an attempt to provide

an alternative structure for a group' of students

taking an existing course.
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(c) At Mijinesota Metkopdlitan State College and at Empire

State College, learning contracts provide structure.

over time,for individualized academic work for each

student: They are constructed withi1n the framework

of an individualized degree plan,' Which may also

includelearnings gained prior to enrololing in the

college. In the present paper, "learning-contract"

will Joe' useain this context.

This paper reports. on the results of experience at Empire
, .

State. College of -the State UniverSity of New YOrk where all

academic work by students is described:and carried out through

co tracts. A brief overview of Empire State College

is presente in the - Appendix .

O
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'DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

J

.
,

k ,. .

At Empire State College, a learning contract is & written

,agreement,. developed jointly between a student and a'faculty

er, which describes the nature and amount of work to'be com-

pleted in a° designated time: Although the format may, vary, a

learning coract shbuld include:, .'
.

,

- a. An tnital descripti!on'of the intended scope of the1--*
(

d

student's work;

b. The specific goals and purpo, ses that the work is sup--

posed to accomplish, and the time stipulated for the

work;

c. A description of thd Learning activities,to be carried

out, including all resources to be developed orused;

d. The criteria which will bel used to evaluate successful

completion of the work or achievement-cif the,purposes.

,The scope and objectives -of the mirk are developed by the

student and faculty member during an 'initial meeting or series

of meeting/s.P The content of the odntract and the procedures sur-

rounding it are discussed;, these canvary greatly. depending upon

). thp nature d" the material to be studied, as well as upon the
'...

background and ability of the studt. A general organizing
, -

framework for the contract is agreedupdn, either explicitly or

implicitly. Learning contracts can be organizpd to explore a
A

field or area, or to incorporate specific disciplinary study, ,

thematic or projeCt/problem-oriented Itudy, or'Study in prepare-
.

Lion for professional practice.

4
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The discussion of appropriate learning activitis-throu,gh

uh

which:the contract objectives'aie to.be realized offa-kan
.

. ../ .

unusual educational opPOrtunit fdr both 'faculty,and stUdente.

V
liaths, can ,be designqd through which faculty can assist students

to develop and, maximize their own 'abilities and Special learn=

'ing Styles.. In addition, during tp contracts design stage, it '

'

. may become clear that for certein,student--activity.combinatioh6,

the learningwerationd will xzequire 'a specified step -by -step

procedure; at othr times.6r foroothet combinations; the.con-

tract,might be -characterized by a
high degree of flexibility.

Students can work directly with a faculty,member; thy can
.

work with a knowledgeable person outside of the college; they

can engage in 'independent study or group study;; or they can

participate in residential,seminarsand workshops.

S's

-A wide Variety of learning resources "can be considered, in- ,09

eluding work and field experiencesgin Ipusin'sses, industry,,

hospitalsfgovernmenr1 and social agencies, and public and

private community organizations;. packaged modular materials;

a-

college courses and laboratory work; research In libraries,

museums, galleries aridconcert halls; and media material of

. all kinds;,

TOe.evaluation of the results 'of the learning activities.

can include elements, which axe oral, written, or performance-.

based; which, are product or process-focused; which are
facukyA

'or Atuaent deVivO, The impOrtapt.poiA is that, in all cases,,
4
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these,element6 shduld-relate direc'tly to.contract goals, and,

should result in evidence-that can providt publicrepresenta-

tiOn ofthe student's accoMplishment. In addition,.ongo,ing

student - facultydialogue, which maybe
written into the con-

.

tr*act as a series of checkpoints, serves as a continuing

evaluation of progress, during the course of the contract

work.

'Learning contracts are not "cast in concrete." If it be-

.

c3mes clear, as a student begins contract work, that additional
,

preparatory work is necessary before-the main topics can be

addressed; or if the student becomes particularly interested

-in one facet Of the work, and wishes.to shift direction in

order. to study that topicin greater depth, then the contract

can be amended to reflect these changes, Alternatively, a new

.contra\ct can be,prepared, reflecting progress to date and

*.inclUding new objectiveg, learning activities, and evaluation

mechanisms.

yip



ROLE, OF THE FACULTY 'MEMBER
O

The role of the faculty member who works with contract

learning is'modified somewhat from the role of a traditional

college f66ulty member, although the elements.of the job descrip-

ItiOns sound similar. Ih each case,. faculty are Usually respon-
-'

sible for advising students identifying and developing learning

resources, deveAping curricula,'providing instruction and evalU-

ating outcomes. A faculty member working w#h,students under

learning contracts, will, at one time or%another, need to do

all of these things. The direction and emphasis, however,, will

be'different than that of a traditional college faculty Member:.

For example, student advisement becomes a major 'part of the job.

Good planing is crucial for student success, so the fa-culty

member must not only assist students in assembling contracts that

are clear with regard tb,,specific objectives, but must insure

that each contract mpves the student. in the direction of hisor

her long range goals.

The rdentifi8ation and development of specific learning re-
%

sources also 'occupies alar4e part of the job. Since one of the

Major advantages of learning contracts is the ability of student$

to take advantage of their own individual reaming styles, the

faculty member must become aware, of allNof,the available resources

/ of the University, the community and the region. The implication



here is that the faculty member will usually try, to capitalize

on what is available, rather than trying to produce new 'learn-
,

ing materials.

It is probably not possible to describe "the" way in which '

a'faculty member operates with students when using learning

contracts. At.certain times, it is;appropriate for the'faculty

membek to serve as the primdry source of instruction for

students. He may help design the contract, sugges resources,

formulate problems, answer questions, and evaluate outcomes.

At other times, the faculty'member may serve the managerial

function of bringing together the student learner with outside

,resource persons who call assist the mentor and student in the

planning and evaluation of the contract activities. Tliere

appears, then, to be a spectrum'of functiOns, with one end

perhaps being labeled "tutor" and the other end perhaps being

labled "facilitator." The faculty member's function may

therefore be described by different points along the "spectrum''

when working with different students, or with the same student

at different times.

V -7-
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EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
(00

Three Empire State College learning contracts are included'

,t
in the appendix. They are not intended .to be seen as "models",

but are included for the purposeof illustrating some, of the

points described in the previous sections. The contracts record

the real work of reaq, Empire State College students, with only

names and personnel data removed. Along with each contract is

included the evaluation document for that contract. The Empire

State College Digest and Evaluation is prepared by the mentor sub-

sequent to a student-mentor evaluation conference at the completion

of a contract. It indicates to what extent and in what ways-the

student has achieved hisjor her purposes and the College objec-

tives. It is intended to serve as a complete 'record of what the

student learned, how the material was handled and where it fits

into the overall degree program. 'The Digest and Evaluation be-

comes a permanent part of the'student's record, and isthe of-

ficial credential of the student for the contract period.

Several general statements about these'sample contracts may

be made. In 'order to design these documents, considerable plan-

ning and discussion took place between the student and the mentor.

In large measure, the planning occurred in the broader context

of the overall degree program plans ofthe student. The contracts

went through several draft stages, as the student,and mentor

firmed up terminology and set up necessary resources and arrange-

10



ments, before they were submitted to the appropriate academic

administrator for recommendations and approvial.

In each case, the contracts shownrepresent an effort by the
,

student to address a perceived gap in content or proficiency

levelNiNhis area of ebncentratdon (comparable to'a-standard

college "major"). All three of thestudents whose contracts are

shown are employed in scientific or technical. Positions; and an

examination of each set of general and specific purposes shows

the, strong influence of career and professional goals upon the

topics chosen for study.

Student A, for example, sought to increase the depth of,his

theoretical base in spectroscopy, an area in which he was already a

highly competent industrial practitioner. The mentor, who served

as tAe primary_resoUrce persOn, selected.. several topics for study

from the general realm of modern physics, which the student covered

in considerable detail. Of primary interest to the student was

his ability to apply theory to his own industrial situation; the

contract.was able to capitalize on this by utilizing spectral

interpretation as one method of evaluatioh.

Student B wished to carryout formal study in community and

urban planning, an area of concern td him for many years as Part

of his position with a county highway department. In this case,

no one on the Empire State College faculty in his region'had the
'

appropriate exRertise to plan and evaluate such a contract, so an
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outside resource person was asked to assist. The-resource per-
,

son, a part-time faculty member at a local Community college,

served in the following ways:

1. Initial planning - helped to plan the total contract, including

purposes, learning activitie's and evaluation methods;

2. Periodic progress evaluation -.met with student twice during

the contract period to help assess progress and to suggest

direction;

3.ihFinal evaluation - provided final written evaluation' based

on criteria initially' written into the 'contract.

The resourcedperson was paid for her services at an hourly

rate from college accessory instruction funds.

Student C, after fourteen yearin technical and supervisory

positions in communications el+rotlics, had begun a new career

path within.hiscompany in.the field of data processing. As part
s.

of his first ccntract,'he sought to develop for himself a set

.sof competencies that would define the expectations of a-concentra-

tion in computer science. Concurrently with his exploration of

the field, he also sought to address a jobrelated need by learn-.

A

ing a specifit computer language. He:took a commercially available

course in the language, and utilized thee computer facility at his

company for practice and applications.

12
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EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES

- A major educational advantage of

ability to- involve students in

contract learning, is the

the organization oftheir own ,

-work. Planning a contract is in itself, a learning experi-

'

ence. Students must think about their own goals, the rele-

vance of the area being considered:for study, the objectives.
.

of the - college,. and perhaps the changing needs of a profession..

Wh e contract content is not initially, Pre -t, the personal

in olvement ofthe student in defining objec

ng learning activities can help the - student

more organized approach to his or her

addition, the guidelines contained

F

In

tractel

them .to &assess

a firm "structure"

their own progress

learning activities.

ves'and dOelop7
4,

t develop a

own stud over time.

in well pl

fOr students,

a they carry

nned con-
,

abilng

o t the

0 -Another educational advantage pf contract learn ng the

ability to assist students to become capable of ,sell-directed

learning. Ongoing research at Empire State College 'suggests

that students may vary in the degrees of independence for con-

tract ,design,, contract implementation, and contract eV luation.

For example; many students initially rely on their mentors for

Structure and guidance, in contract preparation, but nee

structure when carrying oUtcontract activities. In addition,

the pre minary results indicate that students may become able

to woqi more independently over time as they complete one, two,

or more klearning contracts.

less
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,APPLICABILITY TO STUDENT AUDIENCES
0

Data compiled at Empire State College indicates(that contract

learning seems a
particularly,well-sLted format for a certain

type' of student: the older, working, married adult.4%-Often

'carrying heavy work, family and community, responsibilities, this

student generally has high m6tivation.to obtain a degree.. The

P

student may have attended several ablleges some years ago, but.

now'needS an educa.tional setting outside the constraints of. the

typical classroom and campus. He or she,needs access to educa-

tion that.fits within a.busy daily schedule, that perTits inde7

pendent Self-pacing, and that provides a challenging evaluation

of the learning that ocburs. The contract learning/mentor

system fits these learning conditions well. Colleges consider-.

ing or already operating adult ,education, continuing education,

or independent study programs might consider 'the demonstrated.

educational benefits to the older adult student that come from

a contract leaining approach.

However, it should not be assumed that this method is use-

ful only for the adult-learner. The-opportunities for flex-

ibility and self-directed learning inherent in learning con-

tracts might`fagilitate the, development of intellectual skills

(problem solving, scientific inquiry, learning how to learn,,

developing habits of life-long learning) in a traditional

college -age group. Indeed, Peterson
5 states that the develop7

ment of the above skills is considered 'of greater importance



.

(but far more difficult to achieve) 'than the development of

academic subject c petence, by faculty members of tradition-

al colleges.

The use of learning contracts at Empire State College to

Provide structure for independent study may also have broader

applicability for traditionalcollege-age groups. Dressel and

Thompson6 define independent study as therd of a path which

.requires a gradual increase in the amount of independence. They

sub" a list of experiences, moving from less to greater i,nde.-(

pendence, that are quite suitable for existing colleges to impl

ment, using.learning contracts. The list includes, in part:
As.

participation hn a course in which class meeting& 4re reduced

and the number of oral and written reports is increased; par-
..

ticipation in a course in which some portion of the class work

is done outside-of class and subjected to evaluation in the

same manner as that covered in clagt; particiption in a course

in which students are encouraged to develop individual projects

beyond course requirements and are grantrd one or more addi-

tional credits, for their completed work; selection of a course

and completion of all requirements for it without Class atten-

dance; development of a project to be completed while absent

from the campus (e.g.', during the,summer); demonstration of

ability to collaborate with other students on a project and
-

to carry out some portion of that prbject as agreed upon by V

S'
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the group; research on technical, or specialized problemV

which some scientific, problem-solving methodology is adared,

or created and used by the student; creative work in the r s,.

humanities, or sciences; selection and analysis of wor relat-

ing to some idea, theme, or probleM, or to sequential

ment of increased insight or undersganding of a prob

evellop-

or

phenomenon. Many of the parts of the above sliggestv sequence

V.

of independent study eiperiences can be-successfall, structur-
,

ed using the method of contract learning. t

1.

r
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COLLEGE FACULTIES

As college admiss1.ons become more open, faculty increasingly

face students withan.enormous range of interests skills, learn-
.

ing-styles, learning rates, and self-confidence. The learning

contract-mthod has a great potential for personalizing learning,

since theone-td-,one human interaction providep the opportunitk,

. - .. ..

to adapt flexibly to,individual needs:: What is necessary is an ,

experienced, resourceful, and mature group of faculty, committed

to the ideAl of independent learning. For those° students whO

initially exhibit' doubt, or who findit difficult to perform with

out assistance, faculty must be Waling to put/ in extra time The

assistance provided mustserve to create the 'conditions necessary

to promote self-confidence and,proficiency in self-direction,

rat0e0-than serve' 'only' to resolve immediate problem. Many

.

college faculty already:operate in' the above general ways. Faculty

who utilize Audio-Tutorial methods,-the Perdonalized System of

Instruction, and Computer Assigted Ijistruction, actively seek

to individualize leaiming,rates and toiincrease student'self....

confidence' while raising level's of skills and knowledge. For

such faculty, utilization of the contract-learning method may

represent only a moderate rearrangement of structure, and only

. .

a smalt:rewording Of educational philosophy.

But 'what may' be the strongest appeal to faculty members ,of

the learning contract method is the.great potehtial for

17'
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intellectual stimulation arid ekcitm nt arising from direct

faculty-student interaction. Studen s become interested and

,eager.when the learning process Can truly be tailored to their,

individual needs. Each student pr9videt.a new challenge, and

the faculty. member has the opportunity to assist. and oberve

the intellectual growth and development Of students-over time.

18
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of learning contracts can provide an effectiye

structure within which to tailor education to'the needs and

goals, of individuals. Their use by educators and students

permits the design-of educational prA,grams that can bring

learning and ,life cldser tlgether. The represent. a way to

closely involve studentp An all stages of their own education.

At Empire State College, learning contracts have. been demon:-

strably effective in structuring the learning process for
4

people interested in a wide variety of areas, from the humani-

ties, social
Po

sciences and

sciences, and fine 'arts to 'the physical and life
sl

technologies.

o
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Empire St'ateC011ege of the Stace UMversit of New York

opened in the fall of 1971, and has workeq with more than 6006
, . .,

students since that ti "The college o ters B.A., 13.S.,.A.A.
4

and A.S. degrees. it operates year-round, and admits students
, .

monthly. Empire. State CdAlicoge provides individualized education

through a contract learningsprocess; des4gned to integrate'stu-

dent needs and interests with College ob)ectives, Each student )-

works with a faculty member, pled a mefrtor, to esign'an indi-

vidual

.

4
.

vidual degree-progiam that suits; his or her background, interests
1)i -

and godiT The College recogniz* that ^significant college-level
4

..

learnings can occur both inside and 'outside the' formal classroom

betting, and so grants advanced standing in,recognition of prior-
.

01 -

collegiate and expeFiential learning, The s&Identsprepares a
. . ,

.

portfolio which analyzes4earning experipnCes.for which advanced
4

standing is bought; relates them tp pe rJverall degree program,
, 1

, and provides evidence that the learningid indeed take place.
;

It is the degree program, approved by fdlOulty action, which be-
,

f

comes the basis on which learning contracts are built and requests

for advanced standing for prior learning are founde d. Each learn-

ing contract de scribes the rights and responsibilities of both

studept .and mentor, for a designated period of time within the

student's ovet.ill degree program. .A contract may be worked on.*

either full or half time. 'A full time contract normally assumes

that the student will study 36-40 hours a week, while a Alf time

21



contract is hilf that amount. Academid credit awarded for con-

tract learning is determined by contract content, and is stated'

in terms of contract months. A contract month'is defin6d as

four full time weeks. Contract duration depends on a variety of

factors, but is' usually betWeenone and four.months.

To provide pndividualized education to students throughout
V

New York State, Empire State .is not set up as a traditional

"campus%.The College has established a. network -of learning

centers, learning units, arid special programs, in leased facili-

cties in more than 25 different-locations around the state. Em-
T
pire State College "of becoMe the first non- traditional

"'446, A

college to be fully accredited by a regionar,agency (Middle States).

A more complete description of the educationarphilosOphy under-
,

lying Empire ptate College can be found in Engineering Education 7.

1

22'
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Empire State College Learning contract

STUDENT'S NAME (TYPE LOST NAME FIRST), ' .

ADORESS STUDENT A'

),,
- (TELEPHONE: HOME ?Vela 1

SOCIAL SECURITY I
CONTRACT I

CONTRACT BEGINS ON

6/6/74

FOR PEFOOD/OF.
1

CONTRACT

8/5/74

MON1)45

ENDS ON FUU. TIME

HALFTIME x
.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES

MENTOR'S NAME (TYPE LAST NAME,ORST) . .- .
4

LEARNING CENTER / UNIT - ..
..

-.

Give detailed description of: (a) Student's General PUrposes, plans, or aspirations; (b).Specific Purposes of this Contract;
the underlined

.

(c) Learning Activities to

lie undertaken and schedule by which they will be pursued; and (d) methods and

sections of the Contract, and attach additional pages as necessary.

criteria for Evaluation. Use as headings for the fours
.

-,. .

,Gt\IERAL PURPOSES:
reit

My objective is to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree with a concenNt4ation
.. ,

in Chemistry. I have an A.A.S. degree in.;Chemistry and nine years of field

experience, the last two years of which have been as a quality control

laboratory. supervisor for a small company ($4 million gross annual sales).
a

SPECIFIC PURPOSES:

In,my present job, I deal constantly with spectrographic instrumentation.'

I understand and ,can interpret the data that results from my analytical

7 testing. to the point Where I can, supervise .the control of manufacturing

processes at my company.

I would now like to increase my understanding ci.e'll..ome of the theoretical

bases of spectroscopy. SpeciXically, I would like'to investigate:

the electronic structure of atoms;

the electronic and molecular origins of spectra;

c;,, elementary quantum theory.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
4

1. I will use Perspectives of Modern Physics, by Arthur. Beiser, as a

basic reference. I will read at least chapters 3-6 and 10-14. I

will provide written solutions to a series of probleffis on each topic

selected by my mentor. In addition, I will use portions of other

texts to supplement the%material covered in Beiser. I will meet with

my mentor biweekly to review my progress with the problems and to

discuss the material.

2. Based on the material that I cover abovb, I will try to interpret the

origins of several spectra from my own laboratory at my place cif em7

ployment. I will provide one spectral analysis, including electronic

Use this form as tho first page of each loam-
Ing Contract. When Signed, tho original copy
is to be filed in,the student's Learning Center

6 File; send one copy to the Vice President for
Academic Affair, in Saratoga Springs.
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Empire State College Learning/Contract

Student's Name STUDENT A SS# Status HT'

interpretations of most df the lines observed, by July 2, 1974.
Depending upon the complexity of.thp-first analysis, I will try to
provide at le'ast two.additional speqtral analyses of.different
materials during the second morith of this contract.

EVALUATION:

1. My probldm solutions-will be evaluated.,by my mentor on the basis that
I have correctly applied the theoretical material covered-in Beiser.
Duringthe biweekly discussions, I will be able to explain and elabo-
rate on the theory as necessary to,suppott my problem solutions.

2. My spectral analysegyill be evaluated by my mentor ori the basis
that I have correctly identified the transitions responsible for
each_ line chosen. .

I

S.
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'EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE SPRINGS, NEW YORK 12866

OCNTRACT DIGEST AND EVALUi;&.

Student .STUDENI' A S. S. #

Mentor L.C./Unit

Months of Credit Earned.

I. PURPOSE, OF' CONTRACT AND SPECIFIC TOPICS:

Contract # Status p
Date of Contract 6/6/74 to 8/5/74

In order to increase his understanding of the theoretical bases of spectroscopy,
Mr. in this contract, sought to investigatethetheory of the electronic
structure of atans, the electronic and molecular origins of spectra, and elementary
quantum theory: To this end,. he: , ,, .

A. Read chapters 3-6 and 10-14 in'Perspectives of Modern Physics, A. Beiser, as
', well as supporting.material./in other` texts;

B. Cairied out:written solutions to a variety of assigned problems fron'Beiser,
based on his readings;

o

C. Applied the theoreticaLmaterial covered in Beiser to an analysis of several
spectra obtained fran hig-own laboratory at his place of employment.

II. EVALUATIVE CRITER.TA.AND METHODS:
1

The student and the mentor met biweekly to review progress with the problems and
to.discuss the material.

A. Problem solutions wereevaluated by the mentor on the basis of'correct appli-
cation of theoretical material covered in Beiser.

B. Discussions with the mentor were based upon the student's explanation and
elaboration of the theory as necessary to support problem `solutions.

C. Spectral analyses were evaluated by the mentor on the basis of correct identi-
fication of the transitions responsible for each line chosen.

III. MENTOR EVALUATION:

This contract has been completed very satisfactorily. Mr. 'ccmpleted all
activities, and his overall work was excellent"' He supported-his readings in Heiser.
with'relevant sections fran the following;

Introduction to Modern Physics, C.H..Blatc6ard, C.R. Burnett, R.G.4Stoner and
h.w. Weber

'Modern Physics for Engineers, 0. Oldenberg and N.C. Rasmussen
Introduction to Modern Physics,F.K. Richtmyer, E.H. Kennard and T. Lauritsen
Modern Physics, F.W. 'fan Name, jr.
Physics of t1 Ate44 M. Russell Wehr and,L,A. Richards, Jr.
.

Student 'Date

ivientor Date Date

APM-6
11-0t6
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EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE

Student, STUDENT A

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK 12866

CONTRXT DIGEST AND EVALUATION
(-%

S.S. # Contract # 1

Mr. carried out solutions to all probldts assigned,
llis'solutions were usually clear, demoAstrating his
We focussed our discussions on those areas where he
of his readings on each topic greatly assisted our dis

Status 'HT

to many not assigned.
g of the theory.
ty. The breadthffi

The spectra from his laboratory provided a take-off point for a lively discussion
of application of the tRbory. Mr. .provided interpretation in correct no-

tation of the origins of most of the lines obsebied, in the fOrm of computations,
comparisons with handbook values, and written analysis. Virtually all.of his
interpretations were correct, with the few incorrect ones again providing the focus

for discussion.

Mr. has proVided strong evidence during the course of this contract of a
thorough undergraduate level understanding of the modern theory of origins.of

spectra.

, Page No.
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$ Empire State college Learning Contract

smourrs NAVE (TYPE LAST NAIVE FIRST) -

. Is
.ADDRESS STUDENT B ''

TELEPI4ONE: IONE WORK

SOCIAL SECURITY #
CONTRACTS

2

CONTRACT BEGINS ON

1/27/75

FOR PERIOD OF

CONTRACT

3/21/75

MONTHS

ENDS ON FULL TIME

HALF TIME X

EXTERNAL RESOURCES

MENTOR'S NAME (TYPE LAST NAME FIRST)
LEARNING CENTER/ UNIT 1

Give detailed description of: (a) Student's General Purposes, plans, or aspirations; (b) Specific Purposes of this Contract;
the underlined

(c) Learning Activities to

be undertaken, and schedule by which therwill be pursued; and (d) methods and

sections of the Contract, and attach additional pages as necessary.

criteria for Evaluation. Use as headingi for the fOur

GENERAL PURPOSES: 44

I have worked for the County Highliay Department since March, 1960.

I have held my present title of Assistant Engineer for they past eight

years. If I were applying for this position today, I would have to be a

graduate Civil Engineer with at\least two-years of experience.

My goal at Empire State College is to obtain a B. S.. degree with a con-

centration in Civil Engineering Technology. I would also' like to broaden

my background in the social sciences and in management. At present, I

intend to stay in County employment,'but I. would like to expand my options

formovement in the future.

SPECIFIC PURPOSES:

I would like to study the basic principles and techniques of community

and urban planning. Specifically, I would like to,,,cOnsider

1. the origins of community and urban planning;

2. the ways in which governments have aided thlpcourse of planning;

3. the ways in which planning decisions are implemented;

4, future directions suggested by planners.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

I will carry out a comprehensive series of readings in urban and community!

planning. I will read the following:

Urban Design: The Architecture of Towns and Cities, Paul D. Sprei-

regen, A.I.A. (1965)\ 1

Urban Planning and Municipal\Public Policy, Donald H. Webster.(1952)

Urban Planning in Transition, Ernest Erber (1970)
Dilemmas of Urban America, Rokert C. Weaver (1965)"

How to Save Urban America, Wil *am A. Caldwell (1973)

'
Use this form as the first page of each learn-
ing Contract. When signed, the original copy
is to be filed in the student's Learning Center

File; send one copy to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in Saratoga Springs.

STUDENT ..,,,,,
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Student's

Empix:e State College Lparninli Contract

SWe STUDENT B

I will write a comprehensive review paper containing three major sections:

1.

2.

PO

3. New trends in urban planning in the 1970's.

I will meet with my mentor and my tutor, periodically during my work to
assist, me in. assessing my progress. I will submit a draft. of` each section,
in order, to my tutor by February 14, March 7 and March 21.

r

History and the influence of government on planning;

Planning, implementation of planning, and urban renewal;

4

EVALUATION:

My paper:411 be evaluated' by my' tutor using the following guidelines:

1. ,That,I have identified and understoOd the major problems of urban
and community planning through history;

2. That I have identified and assessed the,various approaches to imple-
mentation of planning decisions;

3. That I have analyzed the significant trends in urban,planning.

O

'28
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EMPv.IAE S'TATE COLLEGE

Student STUDENT B

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK 12866

001FRACT,DIGEST AND EVALUATICN

.°

S. S . #
Contract #' 2 Status HT

Mentor L.C./Unit Date of 06ntract 1/27/75 to 3/21/75

Months "of, Credit Earned 1 month

I. PURPOSE OF CONTRACT AND SPECIFIC TOPICS:

In this contract, Mr. studied the basic principles and techniques of camnanity

and urban planning. Specifically, he considered

A. the origins of community and urban planning;

B. the ways in wh3frch governments have aided the course of planning;

C. the ways in which planning decisicns%ire implemented;

D. future directions suggested by planners. ,

He read the followAg materials:

Shelter and Society; Paul Oliver

RSVP Cycles, Lawrence Haprin

After the Planners, Robert Goodman

Urban Design: Tne Architecture of Towns and Cities, Paul'D. Spreixegen

"Urban Planning and Municipal Public Policy, Donald H. Webster (1952)

Urban Planning Transition, Ernest Erber (1970)

Dilemmas of Urban America, Robert C. Weaver (1965).

Haw to Save Man America, William A. Caldwell (1973)

Based on the above readings, he wrote a camprhensive review, paper containing three

major sections:

A. History and influence of government on planning;,

B. Planning, implementation of planning and urban renewal;

C. New trends in urban planning in the 1970's.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA AND METHODS:

Mr. met periodically with me and with a tutor, of County

Community College, to assist him in assessing progress, and to discuss the drafts

of each sectian'of his paper at their scheduled submission times. Ms.

evaluated his paper using the following guidelines:

A. That he had identified and understood the major problems of urban and

community planning through history;

B. That he had identified and assessed the various approaches to implementatiori

SIGNATURES:
of planning decisions;

Student Date Dean

Mentor

ADM-6
PAM

Date Date
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EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YQRK 12866

CCUTRACT DIGEST AND EVALUATION

Student STUDENT B S.S. f

C. That he had analyzed the significant trends in urban planning.

III. MENTOR EVALUATAN:

r

Mr. has completed this contract successfully. His discussion and analysis

ofthe readings presented in his paper demonstrate a broad understanding of the

material.

He has contrasted in his paper a number of important points from the readings with

a wide variety of local examples of planning opportunities seized or missed. His

tutor -wrote in,her evaluation, in part,

"Mr. canprehensive review paper... s an excellent survey of the

origins of urban planning, the role of government inplanning. He has

organized his material in'a clear and logical manner and has carefully

detailed the many factors which need to be taken into account when consider-

ing an urban plan. His presentation of federal and state legislation with

regard to zoning and housing provides a good framework within which to

study the role of the urban planner and the ccmmunity.

Mr. has included a great deal of illustrative material used as

specific examples of ways in which cities and towns cope Idth particular

problems. In discussing the origins of city planning, Mr. has

included the City Beautiful movement, Le Corbusier's plans, and Radburn, -

New Jersey. Theise are radically different approaches to city planning,

and he has delineated them carefully. He provides an eSpecially good

discussion of Le Corbusier's Ville Radieuse of 1922, in which towers

concentrated such masses of people that there could be high density of

people per acre as well as lots of open space. He shows how this approach

became 'standard deign' for every kind of big hoUsing project, with the

result that the projects became cut off fran the life of the city, and the

open spaces became green areas which were carefully chained off, He points

out that,+as Jane Jacobs has stated, Urban Renewal designs have often

destroyed neighborhoods and ignored the importance of street life.

Mr, stresses the fact that planners must concentrate on grass roots

prdblems, and must -focus upon what people want. He presents a good'dis-

cussion of advocacy planning and other citizen cipation programs.

He mentions several examples of settlements where le have designed

their own environments and built for themselves.'

He ends his paper with a te from Tofler's Future Shock, which he feels

exPtesses his position with regard to city planning:

'We need to initiate a continuing plebiscite on the future.

On the edge of a new.millenium, on the brink of a new stage

in human development, we are racing blindly into the future.

But where do we want to go?' "

. Page No..
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.- Empire State College Learning contract

rrud5rr's NAM (TYPE LAST NAME FAST)

STUDENT C

TELEPHONE: HOME WORK r

SOCIAL CURRY rt°
.

CONTRACT 0

CONTRACT BEGINS ON

1/6/75.,
FOR PERIOD OF 11/2

CONTRACT

3/28/75

MONTHS

ENDS ON rum pmE

/ALF TIME X '

EXTERNAL RESOURCES

MENTOR'S NAME (TYPE LAST NAME FEST) LEARNING CENTER/ UNIT

Give detailed description of: (a) Student's General Purposes, plans, or aspirations; (b) Specific Purposes of this Colitract;
the underlined

.

(c) Learning Activities to

be undertaken and schedule by which they will be pursued; and (d) methods and
sections of the Contract, and attach additional pages as necessary.

.

criteria for Evaluation. Use as headings for the four
c.___

GENERAL PURPOSES:

I have been working in 'the field of commun tions electronics for fourteen
years; most of it 4for Co. in technical and supervisory
positions. Last year I began a new career path in data processing within'
my company. "I have 'become very interested in the field, and would therefore
like to-obtain a B.S. degree with a concentration in computer science.

SPECIFIC PURPOSES:

1.- I would like to become more familiar with,the field of computer science.
I would therefore like to explore, in a broad and general senile, the

, areas within the field in order to assist me in determining the mature
of my future studies.

2. I would like to become familiar with Assembler computer language.
Specifically, I am interested in
,",
a.7 becoming familiar with the symbolic coding appropriate to the

assembly process;

b. learning the definitions and techniques necessary for assembler
language coding;

c. demonstrating that I can code an assembler program.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. a. I. will conduct a series of interviews. with experienced profesionals
in a variety of'areas within the field of data processing. I will
develop and use a questionnaire direCted towards determining the
competenci4 expected of a profegsional in the field.

Use this form as the first page of each learn-
ing Contract. When signed, the original copy
Is to be filed In the student's Learning Center
File; send one copy to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs In Saratoga Springs.0
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Empire State College Learnihg Contract.

Student~ s Name -C SS# Status HT

b. 1 will research the offerings of a number of college computer

science departments, in order to determine the general scope of

preparation for the field provided by colleges.

c. I will research a variety of trade publications within the field.

of data processing. I will especially seek out indications of

,futute directions and trends within the field.

d. I will write a paper that will include an analysis of the results

of my interviews, and a comparison of th se results with what I

find in college catalogs and trade,gublic tions. Based on this,

I will propose a list of competencies to submitted for my

concentration.

2. I will take the IBM course, Assembler Language
consists of four volumes in P.I. format', and a

appendix. I will utilize the computer facilit

Co. in 1 New York, for diagnost

programs.

EVALUATION:*

1. My mentor will evaluate my paper on the basis that

ing. The course.
e described in the
at
c listings of source

.

a. I have included adequate information for each of the three

approache's taken;

b. My proposed competency list is logical and appropriate based

upon the information presented.

2. I will take and successfully-pass the final,examination given by IBM.

The examination will consist of a coding exercise in which I will

demonstrate nil, knowledge of Assembler language by coding- portions of

a problem that already has been flowcharted. Verification of my suc-

cessful passage of the final examination will be provided by Mr.

coordinator of education and training, Operations Department,

Division, IBM Corporation.

32
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. EMPIRE STATE COL= - ARADOGA SPRINGS, NEW "YORK 12866

camicii DIGEST AND EVALTATICN
s :

Student STUDENT C .-S. # Contract # 1 Status , HT

Mentor ',X./Unit Date of Contract1/6/75 to 3/28/75

Moriths of Credit Earned :

#

Purpose of Contract and Specific Topics:

In this, his first contract, Mr. had two purpOses.

A. Since he had recently begun a job in the field of data processing, and

since he desires to concentrate his study at ESC in the area of=ter
science, he wanted to-explore the area in order td assist: in de

the nature of his future studies. To thisoend, he

1. Conducted' a series of interviews with experienced professionals in a
variety of areas in the data processing field. le developed and used

a questionnaire directed towards the determination of the competencies

expected of a professiOdal in the field.

.

2. He researched the offerings of a number of college computer 'science:

departments, in order determine the general scope of preparation

for the field provided by colleges.

3. He researched a variety of trade publications within the field of

data processing to seek out indications of future directions and

trends within the field.

4. He wrote a paper that included an analysis of the results of his

interviews, and a comparison of these results with what he found

in college catalogs and trade publications. Based on this, he,

proposed a list of competencies to be subMitted for his degree

program concentration.

B. He desired to become familiar with Assembler computer lahguage. Specifically,

he took the IBM course'Assembler,Language Coding, consisting of four volumes

in P.I. format. He utilized the computer facility at

in New York, for diagnost1c listings of source

programs.

Methods of Evaluation:

A. Mr. and I net periodically to discuss the progress of his search. His

paper was evalauted on the basis that

",1. he had included adequate information far each of the three approaches

taken;
=NATURES:

Student Date Dean

Mentor Date \Date
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CrtURAC2 DIGEST AND EVALUATICLI '.

., .
Stwient -.I...

C S.S. # , .. .. Contract # Status .HT .
., .

I . .0.
. .

.rf!,., . .

2. the 'proposed cc:mpetency list was logical and appropriate baked upon. the ..

information presented. . /

p.

B. Mr. took. and sucessfuily passed a final examination given by' IBM, which

tested his familiarity with the symbolic .coding awropriate to the. assembly
process, as well as his knowledge of the definitions and techniques necessary

for assembler language. coding. The examination consisted of a coding exercise

designed to permit his to demonstrate his knowledge of Assembler language by

coding portions of a problem which already had been flowcharted. Verification

of successful passage of the examination was; provided by.

coordinator of education and training, Operations department Division, IBM

Corporation.
t ,

,;/

Mentor Evaluation: .'"

In the first part of this contract, ie.,/ carried out. a project that

was, for him, a useful and effective exploration of the needs of his career

field. His interview questionnaire focussed on the education and -job training

needs of th9r computer field. The resPonses of the operators, programers, .

analysts, and 'systems' managers whom he interviewed were clearly slanted to-

ward their own particular positional but taken as a whole they provided a

broad look at a large" part of the field.

In his paper he effectively integrated the' results of his interviews with

analysis of a number of college computer science department course offerin ,

as with two apparent induStry "trends" (the moves towards "network" information

handling processes and smaller single application systems) gleaned from trade

magazines. The result was a list of general competencies that he believed to

be broadly appropriate for.4 bachelor degree level concentration in computer

science. /He will utilize the list to assist it the design ofys degree program.

Mr. carried, out air of the required parts of the Assembler Language,

Coding course. His successful completion of the course and-passing grade on

the final examination was verified by Mr. of the IBM corporation.

-

.

C.-

44
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